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Abstract
Since 60-th TSNIIMASH is going on research and elaboration electric thrusters of various
types. There were elaborated efficient thrust units of various types at the power level up to
1MW. The ion, arcjet, pulsed, Hall thrusters have been studied. This activity combines with
analysis and optimization thrust system and study spacecraft environment, thruster exhaust
dynamics and thrust system compatibility with spacecraft systems.

After start the first artificial satellite of the Earth and successful space flights around the
Earth and to the Moon in our country the complex program of perspective space researches
was developed and approved at the state level, in which researches and development of the
electric propulsion thrusters were for the first time scheduled. Pursuant to this program in
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TSNIIMASH the intense work on electric propulsion was in 1960 begun. The work on electric
propulsion made a part of the complex program of creation of powerful propulsion systems
on the

basis electric thrusters for fulfillment of transportation in near Earth

and

interplanetary flights.

In these work alongside with research of physical features of process of acceleration the
ways of creation

of optimized supplementary systems ( power supply, propellant

management system, and etc.), principles of choice of propellant substance with reference
to a type of a engine were studied and optimum areas of electric thrusters application
proceeding from functional features of each type of the thruster were defined.

In this time the work on electric propulsion were conducted in our country very widely, a
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number of strong scientific groups in IAE,NIITP, MAI, MVTU, DB " Fakel" have been
organized and effectively worked, the mutual exchange the research data was adjusted, that
promoted the fast evaluation of main electric propulsion problems. A main feature of electric
propulsion researches in TSNIIMASH was that they were combined with thrust system
studies

and their binding to the particular space programs. So, spacecraft projects were

developed of with thrust systems for maintenance of near-Earth satellites, for orbit transfer,
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for manned flights on a Mars, that has allowed to specify the requirements to thrust systems
depending on the flight task.

In short terms in TSNIIMASH a complex of test beds and laboratory facilities with systems of
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the power supply, propellant feedings and measurement of thrust

parameters has been
Table 1.

developed. Some their characteristic are listed in table 1.

Test facilities data
Stand 1

Units

Technical

Stand 1M

1
Stand 2

VKK-16

Stand 1/2

characteristics

MW

Total electric

0.5

1.5

1.5

1.0

2.0

2.5/8.5

2.8/4.2

1.0/7.0

30/40

1.5/4.0

104

1.5 10

power

m

Chamber

I

diameter/ length

Pumping speed
at10

5

1.1 104

1.4 10

Us

1.5 104

mmHg

Level of vacuum at

I

mm Hg

10

4

10

4

10 -4

10

4

10"

flow rate 0.02 g /s

Stands 1 and 1 i to be used for researches low-voltage arctjets on alkaline metals and
pulsed thrusters, stand 2 - for ion thrusters and thrusters with closed electron drift. The
facility
VKK-16 was built for research free molecular flows and dynamics(changes) of gas and
plasma jets. All these stands are operating and today and make stand complex suitable
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after insignificant modernization for realization of all kinds of plasma thrusters research,
improvements and tests. Except mentioned stands there was in operation a plenty of
laboratory facilities, equipped by various methods of measurements and diagnostics, for

I

plasma accelerators of various types research and optimization of their parts.

As a whole TSNIIMASH facility complex, the creation of which was begun in 60 years, after
a number of modernization, acts and today and is capable to provide the whole

I

cycle of

electric thrusters manufacture, tests and improvements.

3

The electric propulsion researches and development at TSNIIMASH were conducted in wide
range. In the first time
that

practically all known than versions of plasma and ion accelerators

may be considered as a base for future powerful electric thrusters fulfillment were

analyzed and studied. To the beginning of 70-th years a initial stage of researches was
completed,

necessary theoretical

and experimental data were accumulated and the

scientific bases for various types of

electric thrusters designing were incorporated with

.

I
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reference to practical needs of spacecraft missions. That allowed to make well-founded
choice electric thruster type depending on a class of a mission.

3
3

of various types evaluation is

Brief review of TSNIIMASH activity in electric thrusters
resulted below. Some work

have not be prolonged

because it was realized, that

development
the onboard power feeding systems of high power meets a lot of problems and can not be
finished in time.

However obtained then

results appear to be useful at modern levels of

study and for modern space problems.

I

The researches in the area of ion accelerators were directed on investigation the working
process, creation and improvement an elements of a design, to provide the high current
density of ion beam. A original design of the ion generator without magnetic field had been
evaluated [3]. The idea of such ion source consists in creation in the volume of a discharge
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chamber the classical gas discharge with an anode of the small area. Electrons, acquiring
the energy comparable with cathode voltage fall, ionize the propellant, moving in a positive
discharge column in random way and fall on a anode after passing, due to the small anode
dimension, a.long path in a plasma and having spent the energy on gas ionization. The Ar,
vapors of Pb and Bi were used as propellant. The hot cathode was used as emitter witch
body was heated either by discharge energy or by separate source of energy. The change of
the

anode size essentially influenced on the ion generation number, witch grew as the

anode size reduces until the area of positive anode fall to be formed. It was founded, that
the anode surface should not exceed 0.01 the surface of the discharge chamber.

As a result a source of ions and was created and the main working parameters were
determined:
- current density made 30-50 mA / sm 2:
- Non-uniformity of plasma density distribution
at the source exit < 15 % at the source size of 250 mm;
- Range of optimum discharge voltage, ensuring minimum power
loses was determined:

Simultaneously the unique slot-hole three-electrode ion-accelerating system ( Fig1 ) with
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electrodes thermal protection was developed [1,2]. It was available to

accelerate heavy

ions ( Xe, Pb, Bi, Hg and other ) up to 10 kV energy and to produce ion beams at current
2
density up to 25-30 mA / sm

Fabricated on the basis of these elements thrust model with the outlet square of 100 sm 2
with Bi as propellant

reliably worked and provided following parameters: complete ion

current -2 A; thrust-0.4 N; specific impulse 10 s.

I

- 78 Despite impressive success in the ion thrusters evaluation, work in this !direction were
gradually reduced in view of general reduction of electric propulsion activity

!and necessity

to make a choice, leaving for further researches the most perspective directions.

The researches of arc jet plasma thrusters were conducted with the purpose to develop
onground

thruster prototypes, available

for use in thrust systems of near-Earth

and

interplanetary space vehicles. One of the most efficient thrust system could be elaborated
on abase of so thrusters owing to low working voltage and optimal combination with a
primary source of power, without any intermediate fittings.

Pursuant to the physical concept of ion acceleration in such thrusters at the expense of the
transfer the accelerating impulse to them

at electron/ion collisions,

I

for obtaining a high

specific impulse it is preferable to use propellants of high atomic weight. Therefore Li was
used as propellant in TSNIIMASH research, also the well thermal characteristics were taken
into account. Moreover the analysis of the thrust system weight had showed, that the Li
application as a propellant provides satisfactory mass of the propellant management

i

system.

The most attention was given for investigation of two-cascade arc jet !thrusters as well as
one-cascade thrusters with the external magnetic field.

In the two-cascade accelerator ( Fig 2) the propellant ionization goes near to cathode, witch
consisted of two elements - central and peripheral ones, and the generated plasma passes
through two discharge zones. It was shown, that existence the additional cascade provides
increase of efficiency of plasma acceleration and its output parameters.
Use of the two-cascade scheme of acceleration as well precise selection of the electrodes
configuration and mutual adjustment facilitated formation of a supersound plasma flow in
the first cascade and further its acceleration in the second cascade. Moreover it made
possible to achieve distribution of a current on the anode surface of
serviceability at high discharge currents.

I

and to ensure its

This scheme demonstrated the

uppermost

I

discharge parameters and thrust performances, that are shown in Fig2.

Activity in pulsed plasma thrusters evaluation were directed on investigation of features of
physical processes at non-stationary
models of plasma acceleration

plasma acceleration. The developed mathematical

in the pulsed discharge made possible

to describe and

explain many features it evolution and to optimize process of acceleration. In experimental
researches dependencies

of the thrust properties, so as thrust efficiency, specific impulse,
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thrust-to-power ratio, life time and others via the general operational parameters, so as
stored in capacitor energy, value of capacity and voltage, electrodes configuration, type of
propellant had been determined .

I
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The common tendency inherent to the initial stage of electric propulsion work, directed on
development of powerful accelerators, has found implementation and in researches of
pulsed thrusters. At a initial stage thrusters with a level of stored energy up to 1 kJ

and

average power up to 100 kW. using gaseous or solid propellants of small average atomic
weight were investigated. In such thrusters at a specific impulse 1.2

10's

the thrust

efficiency reached value up to 0.8.

At the next stage the work was emphasized on the pulsed thrusters of low power operating
with solid and liquid propellants at stored energy up to 50J [4]. Elements and parts of high
efficiency had been developed as for the
*

capacitor showed the
characteristic 20 g /J

unique parameters:

thruster so and for the thrust system
at stored

energy

about 7J

The

and weight

it provided almost aperiodic regime of discharge and number of

operations up to 10 7. The such number of operations ignitor also provided. Thus a problem
of a life time for the most critical thruster parts had been substantially resolved.

The significant attention was given to evaluation the thrust systems with pulsed thrusters of
low power and in particular to elaboration the power supply systems providing the capacitor
charging with high efficiency. These works were ended with manufacturing and test of the
thrust system with pulsed thruster onboard the high-altitude atmospheric probe the "Mir" in
1974. During these tests the thrust performances were measured, which have appeared
close to ones measured on ground test [51. It was shown also, that the
operation

did not affect the validity of

Sexperiments

pulsed thrusters

onboard radiosystems operation. In one of such

the new, original power supply was tested, designed of solar battery of'high-

voltage. It has allowed, first, to refuse a secondary source of energy and, secondly, due to a
feature of such batteries to produce a constant current at any, including very small value of
loading resistance; to increase efficiency of the condenser charging process. The schematic
images of pulsed thrusters, past tests on ballistic probes rockets

ere

shown in Fig3 and Fig4.

The physical principle of an anode layer thruster (ALT) was proposed by A.V. Zsharinov at
the beginning if 60-th [6]. Under his govemment at TSNIIMASH there were deployed
investigations

of physical fundamentals of ALT arrangement.

Also the engineering

development of methods of designing that thruster began. As a result, the basic principles of
producing strong stationary electric fields in plasma were developed, the ion-optical
properties and the structure of an anode layer were investigated, as well as the anode layer
evolution under the variation of magnetic field, voltage and propellant flow rate were

3

studied. Quite a number of elements as propellants were tested, those being Bi, TI, Pb, Cs,
Xe, Kr, Ar and others. It was recognized that the physical principle of ALT was the basic
foundation for a whole variety of plasma accelerators as well as for thrusters with the closed
Hall current By configuration all these engines can be single-stage, double-stage or
combined ones. Their characteristics also differ greatly.

-
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Nevertheless, there are particular properties to be important for anode layer thrusters
that anode layer is excellent ion generator which

It was defined

elaboration

effectively

fulfills lonization of any particles. It was shown that ion acceleration take place into electric
field of double layer which structure don't depend on value of ion current
defines capability of thrust-unit

parameters

change

3

in wide range varying by voltage or

flow rate which are tied in feeble manner and may be varied independently.
property of so accelerator

This attribute

is linear dependence thrust on flow rate,

The significant

which keeps at flow

rate variation in ten times.

The ion acceleration into thin layer takes a number of advantages. First of them, the
short way of acceleration gives less opportunity for ion collisions with particles and walls
and minimize energy losses as a result. Second, the ion path in magnetic field is small
because of its angular divergence is small

too. Except of that,

conductive walls reveal

possibility to create multistage acceleration where cathode walls of one discharge chamber
work as anode for next one.

This regime of acceleration takes significant advantages

if

high ion velocities must be achieved.

At the first time the preference was given to double-stage arrangement of the engine. The
first stage of the engine was assigned for ion generation. As a rule, the operating mode of
that stage is characterized by a low-voltage process with the closed Hall current. In the
second stage of the engine the ions are accelerated by the electric field of the anode layer
produced in the transverse magnetic field. Such engines were designed first of all for
installation on vehicles performing missions on investigation and exploration of planets of

i

the Solar System.

By the end of the 60-s the power of a double-stage bismuth propellant thruster had been
brought up to 100 kW and specific impulse up to 8 10 3s at the thrust efficiency being about
0.8 According to the results of quite a number of tests which were from hundreds to a
thousand hours long the predicted life time of that engine can reach over 5000 hours.

These works forestall in many ways the development of powerful space based power
systems In the seventies it became clear that the situation related to power systems might
actually be changed only by the end of the century. The works on electric thrusters were
greatly reduced and the main efforts were basically focused on the development of lowpowered (1 KW) and medium-powered (10 KW) engines. The preference was given to
gasiform propellants, a greater part of the results being obtained with using xenon. A special
attention was paid to the problem of matching the processes of generation and acceleration
of ions in the same anode layer, as well as to the investigation of dynamical characteristics
and life time abilities [7,8]. As a result of the said efforts a singe stage ALT concept was
realized,

a

double

stage thruster

efficiency

was essentially increased for specific

impulse range of 2,000-4,000s and a problem of life time was solved in principle.

3
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In Table 2 parameters of experimental ALT thrust units worked out and tested
TSNIIMASH are shown

Table 2.
ALT Units

Performances

Type

Power(kW)

Thrust(g)

Specific Imp.(s)

Efficiency

Note

D-55

0.8-2.5

4-12

1250-2700

0.5-0.6

1 step

D-100

3.5-15

8-65

2000-4200

0.6-0.7

1 or 2 step

TM-50

20-50

100-250

3000-7000

0.7-0.8

These thrust units can be taken

as

2 step

a base for creation of thrusters for prospective

mission tasks providing overall range of thrust and power parameters of thrust system at
the base of a few number of thrust units with deep change of their regimes.
the life
The problem of life time to be very important for the electric thrusters. It is limited by
time of the thruster parts or electrodes connecting the accelerating plasma and receiving
the current going through it and to be sputtered by rapid ion or evaporated by power flow.
That is why a lot of attention was paid to find out technical solutions capable to minimize
the electrodes distraction and increase that important performance.

As for

ALT, such technical

scrutinized yet. Nevertheless

solution

preliminary

created the engine with external
The

has been found.
examinations

Its practical value have to be
are

very promised. There was

layer, where accelerated ions don't interact with walls.

check measurements of walls sputtering velocity indicate on possibility to diminish

it in several times.

Already at a early stage of work it was realized importance of the problem of interaction
electric propulsion and spacecraft systems. The specific feature of the thrust system
operation consists in appearance of various collateral effects.

That is first of all

electromagnetic effects, connected with formation and maintenance of powerful gaseous
discharge in a electric thruster and existence of extensive plasma formation close the
spacecraft. It concerns electromagnetic effects such as:
- fluctuation of parameters of a discharge circuit in view of plasma instabilities;

-
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- of the directional patterns of onboard antennas distortion by the plasma jet:
- entering the interference into channels of a telemetry, communication and etc. at
passage through the plasma.
Moreover it is possible the films deposition on the spacecraft surfaces as a result of use
metallic propellants

and advent of a erosion at aggressive substances ( so as alkaline

propellants) deposition. Unstationary mode of operation and oscillations in discharge circuit
is inherent for some kinds of electric thrusters, the pulsed ones for example.

These and

other questions of compatibility electric thrusters and another spacecraft systems had to be
studied.

In TSNIIMASH that activity was directed on the research of plasma dynamics released by
the plasma accelerator, in view of space background and investigation the features of
radiowaves propagation

in such plasma formations. So the new area of knowledge - the

dynamics and radiophysics of artificial plasma formations in space began its maintenance.

The scientists and employees of institute had prepared and conducted a number of space
experiments on research of dynamics of artificial plasma formations
propagation.

and radiowaves

! For realization of this activity in institute the plasma sources for space

plasma experiments had been produced. Fig 5 and 6 show two such sources.
At preparation of space experiments with plasma thrusters and other plasma experiments
questions of plasma dynamics,

radiowaves propagation and advent of interference

were

included in the experimental program. So the certain scope of data about plasma influence
on the spacecraft radiosystems operation had been accumulated, that made possible to
predict the expected level of interference of the plasma engines to be elaborated. The table
3 sows the list of plasma experimental programs TSNIIMASH took part.
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Table 3
TSNIIMASH Space Experimental Activity

Space

Year

onnoara

i

Traiectory

Launch

Responsible

Equipment

number

equipment/

parameters

2

TSNIIMASH

Expenmental directions

program
Cosmos-lB81

1987

Circular

Arclet source.

* radiowave propagation through plasma directions
boar(dEarl . Earth/board.

Cs. Power 2kW.

H=800 km

Cosmos-.867

pert.rbance of magnelic feld

Flow rate 20mg/s
Voltage 27V

- EM racialion on ion cyclotron

frequency

- stimulation lignt emission of atmosphec particles
- Alfven waves reception with supplementary spacecraft
Meleorologc

1984.

Balislic

rocke: MR-12

199C

H=180 km

10

TSNIIMASHI

Arcjet source

IZMIRAN

Cs. Power 1.5 kW
Voltage 9V
Flow rate 15 mg/s

Balliszic
rocket "Mr

I

1974

Ba.lhstc
H=1500 km |

2

TSNIIMASH/
DB "Polol"

Pulsed thrusters

*

magnelometers
- radiolocation

1=8 1:12.2

m

- particles energy distnbution
- AlIven waves reception wlhn supplemen:ary spacecraft
- thrust
- interference with telemetry

e

Fig 1. Slot-hole three-electrode ion-accelerating system
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Thrust variation
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Fig 2. Two-cascade arcjet high power accelerator and performances
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Fig 5. Plasma source for on-orbit space experiments
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